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M-3 line item for R&D costs 

The IRS recently released guidance in the form of an answer to a frequently asked 

question (FAQ) raised by taxpayers and practitioners with respect to the new 

Schedule M-3 line item for research and development (R&D) costs. The IRS guidance 

discusses how the level of detail required to comply with the schedule depends on the 

method used in deducting R&D costs, i.e., as either current expenses or deferred 

expenses.  

 
For prior discussion of this new reporting requirement, see WNTS Insight, "IRS adds 

new line items to Schedule M-3 for 2010," November 12, 2010. 

 

The Schedule M-3 instructions require taxpayers to attach a schedule supporting the 

amounts reported on the R&D costs line and specify that the schedule "must 

separately state and adequately disclose the transactions summarized" by that line 

(emphasis added). The instructions add that "the attached schedule may use a short 

description keyed to an expanded description in an additional attachment. The short 

description of the transaction should ... clearly identify (1) the account name under 

which the amount recorded in column (a) was recorded in the financial statements or 

books of the taxpayer, and (2) what adjustment is being recorded in either column (b) 

or column (c) for that transaction. The entire description is considered to be the tax 

description for the amount recorded in column (d) for that item." 

 

Section 174  
Section 174 provides two methods for treating research expenditures paid or incurred  
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by a taxpayer in connection with its trade or business. The first method, as prescribed 

by section 174(a), allows a current deduction of research expenditures that are paid  

 or incurred during the tax year. The second method, as prescribed by section 174(b), 

allows taxpayers to elect to defer the deduction of these expenses and deduct them 

ratably over a period of not less than 60 months.  

In either case, the deduction allowed in computing taxable income for a given year 

must be included on Schedule M-3, Part III, column (d), Deduction per Tax Return, 

on the new R&D costs line. For members of a consolidated group, this deduction is 

determined at the subsidiary level, so each subsidiary should report this line item in 

accordance with its specific method of accounting for R&D costs.  

Observation: The IRS preferred explicit reporting of research costs deducted under 

section 174 even before addition of the new Schedule M-3 line. A revenue ruling 

referenced in the answer, Rev. Rul. 58-356, states, "It is preferable that the total 

amount of deduction for research or experimental expenditures be shown on the 

taxpayers' returns as a separate item of expense." 

Section 174(a) -- Current Expenses 

 

The new guidance states that for any research amounts deducted under section 

174(a), there is no need to provide detail on a project-by-project or "product by 

product" basis in the required supporting schedule for Schedule M-3.  The IRS states 

that while taxpayers are not required to report such additional information on their 

Schedule M-3 with respect to amounts deducted under section 174(a), they must 

maintain sufficient records to permit verification of those amounts.  

Observations: The guidance is helpful to taxpayers that deduct their research 

expenditures under section 174(a. By contrast, if an entity elects to capitalize and 

amortize research expenditures under section 174(b), then the taxpayer must provide 

detail on a project-by-project or "product by product" basis. This detail would have to 

include the type and amount of expenditures for each project and a description of 

each specific project to which the expenditures relate.  The IRS has indicated that the 

additional reporting required for deferred and amortized R&D costs under section 

174(b) is consistent with the statutory and regulatory requirements for electing such 

treatment.  

Final observations 

As with any new reporting requirement, the additions to Schedule M-3 will require 

adjustments to the taxpayer's return preparation procedures. To comply with the new 

R&D expense reporting requirements, the taxpayer should determine what R&D 

expenses it is deducting for book purposes and under section 174. Some taxpayers 

may not have these numbers readily available. As noted, the necessary level of detail 

to be reported depends on the method used for deducting R&D costs. Accordingly, 

taxpayers should analyze their R&D costs and gather the necessary level of 

documentation. 

Link to WNTS Insight archive: http://www.pwc.com/us/en/washington-national-

tax/newsletters/washington-national-tax-services-insight-archives.jhtml 
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Final 2010 Schedule M-3 Instructions 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i1120sm3.pdf 

Final 2010 Schedule M-3 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1120sm3.pdf 

 

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact: 

 

Jim Shanahan (202) 414-1684  jim.shanahan@us.pwc.com  

Kendall Fox  (213) 356-6621  kendall.b.fox@us.pwc.com  

George Manousos (202) 414-4317  george.manousos@us.pwc.com  

 

This document is for general information purposes only, and should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors. 
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